**PC13-ULTRA – THE ULTIMATE SVS POWERED CYLINDER**

The original SVS subwoofer was a cylinder design, and this unique and elegant form factor has since become an iconic symbol of SVS performance heritage. The PC13-Ultra is the ultimate expression of the powered cylinder, representing the pinnacle of SVS technology and our passion for building the most uncompromising high-performance subwoofers on the planet. The PC13-Ultra will exceed the expectations of the most discriminating audiophile and hard-core home theater enthusiast.

An SVS-exclusive design, the Ultra13 driver utilizes the highest quality components, custom-tooled parts, and innovative technologies to deliver an unparalleled combination of extreme output, ultra-low distortion, and exceptional linearity.

**SPECIFICATION**

- Down-firing SVS 13.5” Ultra Driver with integral base plate
- STA-1000D Sledge, 1000 watt amplifier
- High-grade black fabric exterior cover
- Top-firing triple 3.5” high-flow flared ports
- Protective non-resonant steel mesh grille
- Variable 20 Hz, 16 Hz and Sealed tuning
- Extremely rigid and strong cylinder enclosure
- 20 Hz Mode: 19-150 Hz +/- 3 dB
  16 Hz Mode: 16-150 Hz +/- 3 dB
  Sealed Mode: 26-150 Hz +/- 3 dB
- Dims: 47” (H), 16-5/8” (OD)
- Weight: 90 pounds

**EXCLUSIVE ULTRA-13 WOOFER – BRUTAL OUTPUT AND SUBTLE NUANCE**

- FEA-optimized underhung motor technology for exceptionally low distortion.
- Multi-layer flat-wound voice coil for ultra-high power handling.
- Dual linear-roll spiders and stitched parabolic surround for extreme excursion capability.
- Ultra-light and rigid Rohacell composite cone provides excellent transient response.

**SLEDGE AMPLIFICATION – INTELLIGENT AND SOPHISTICATED POWER**

- 1,000 watts of efficient, Class D power with ‘green’ standby mode.
- Stereo line-level RCA and balanced (XLR) I/O connections
- DSP control for ultimate in refined behavior under all operating conditions.
- Variable tuning with 20Hz, 16Hz, and Sealed settings to match any room.
- Extensive menu options and digital crossover allows easy integration into any 2-channel system.
- Intuitive and easy to use single knob controller with bright LCD display.

**THE ULTRA EXPERIENCE – IMMERSIVE AND LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE**

With an unmatched combination of nuance, subterranean extension, jaw-dropping slam and impact, and unerring accuracy, the legendary PC13-Ultra will positively immerse you in music and movies like never before. The PC13-Ultra offers our trademark variable tuning to accommodate different size rooms and deep extension requirements. Finished in high-grade black velour fabric, this unique and elegant subwoofer will complement the most upscale décors and high-end theaters.